Chandelier measures 9" (23 cm) in
diameter.

CHANDELIER

LACE

Step 1: Cut 2 strands with 12 pompoms,
1 strand with 14 pompoms, and 1 strand
with 16 pompoms. Trim yarn close to
first and last pompom.
Thread and center each strand on metal
ring, placing longest strand between
each 12-pompom strand. Place
14-pompom strand on outer side of
either 12-pompom strand.
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Designed by Pattie Wilkinson of
PattieWack Designs

Step 2: Place inner ring of first hoop on
work surface. Keep strands evenly
spaced around metal ring; place metal
ring inside hoop and lay out strands
evenly.

What you will need:
RED HEART® Pomp-aDoodle™: 1 ball 9364 Granite
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS
Two 9" (23 cm) embroidery
hoops, 1½" (4 cm) metal ring,
clear adhesive tape, scissors

Step 3: Place outer ring of hoop over
inner ring.

RED HEART®
Pomp-a-Doodle™,
Art E875 available
in solid and multicolor 3.5 oz
(100 g), 14 yd (13 m) balls

Pompom Chandelier
Add a chandelier accent to any corner of
any room in little time! This yarn comes right
off the ball with pompoms ready to go! Just
choose any of the great yarn colors and
follow our step-by-step instructions.
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Step 4: Pull strands gently to bring
pompoms to edge of hoop, maintaining
even spacing of pompoms around hoop.

Step 5: Push outer ring onto inner ring
and tighten tension screw as needed to
secure strands between rings.

Step 6: Hang chandelier to proceed
with next steps.

Step 8: Place outer ring of hoop around
inner ring, keeping strands balanced
and evenly spaced.

Step 7: Place 2nd inner hoop inside
hanging strands, below 4th pompom of
each strand. Tape each strand of yarn
below pompom to hoop to hold in place.

Step 9: Tighten tension screw as needed
to secure.
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